Behold now the hope and desire of going back [0 one's own country or returning to primal chaos. like that of the moth to the light. of the man who with perpetual longing always looks forward with joy to each new spring and each new summer, and to the new months and the new years. deeming that the things he longs for arc too slow in coming; and who does not perceive that he is longing for his own destruction. But this longing is in its quintessence the spirit of the elements, which finding itself imprisoned within the life of the human body desires contillually to return to its source.
more and more to be felt as creations of the human mind in response to a God who manifested himself chiefly in process. force. and relation.
The persisting question is the one which seems flrst to have been put in its new aspect by Cusanus: not what to visualize. but how to visualize it-"no image will so faithfully or precisely reproduce the exemplar. as to rule out the possibility of an inflnity of more faithful and precise images. '" It is not uncertainty about the content of the ancient wisdom and belief, nor always about the form. but primarily about the relation between them that gives the question its point. When. in the proem to Book V of The Faerie Queene. Spenser unhappily compares "with state of present time./ The image of the antique world." we must not ignore the importance of the words image of It may be that modern times are bad. but it may also be that the inherited vision of the world. the forms bequeathed the imagination. no longer suffice. The poet. trying to "reforme ... the ill" (F.Q. v. x. 2) he sees around him. flnds his given mythological machinery inadequate-Christian as well as pagan-and it is not until the second canto of Mutability that he re-creates the dynamism of the real into what Sidney himself had called "another Nature."
Such a doubt about the sources of perception. about the relation between the real in itself and in its images. leads to Sidney's emphasis on creation. to Bruno's belief that poets are legislators. to Michelangelo's anguish and Leonardo's often Pyrrhic victories. also to Montaigne. Galileo. Hobbes. and Pascal. It leads to the problematical relation of cosmos to stage in Shakespeare's later plays. especially Hamlet. Troilus and Cressida. The Winter's Tale. and The Tempest. It seems to have something to do with the radical novelty of the artistic styles labelled Mannerism and Baroque: in contrast to Romanesque and Gothic, which are true group styles. these are distinguished precisely by their lack of homogeneity. by the factors of individual revolt from convention. eccentricity. the primacy of personal expression and experience. and-a negative sign-the new awareness of a need for academies. The latter may remind us of the paradox embodied in Descartes: the assertion of the cog ito coupled with the continual appeal to the forms of the scholastic tradition.
The very method of modern stylistic analysis must accommodate itself to these new requirements. for. where analyses of Romanesque and Gothic may with some justice describe their objects in purely visual categories. the adequacy of such criteria becomes a question among writers who deal with the later period styles.' W iilffiin' s famous analyses of form are that the poem was conceived not merely as a report of prior experience, but as the unfolding experience itself. This is not yet the case, for example, in Petrarch's Rime. His units of celebration, complaint, confession, even self-analysis, are statements about a situation existing outside the boundaries of the particular poem. In the act of poetic utterance the situation is recalled, described, reBected on, rather than changed or resolved. But poems like Epithalamion, The Extasie, The Garden, force us to concentrate on what happens to the poet as he utters the poem. The poem becomes a record of itself, a moment in which past experience is revived and revised -re-lived, re-seen.l1
This can only have come about at a time in history when the concept of self was in Bux: disengaging itself from the more objective concepts of soul and person, and moving towards the notion of experiencing subject. Soul and person entail the idea of a determined actuality (a first entelecheia), a substantial form whose essence and power are always greater than its operation, whose substance is prior to its function. To the Greek idea of soul as individual (member of a species, part of the World Soul), Christian thought added the integrity and singularity of the person, created for temporal as well as eternal life, and created in a single act in the image of its Creator. 12 But if this increases the value of self and personality, it does so by affirming the limits of consciousness, the mystery inherent in any imago Dei whose being is not fully its own. To affirm the limits of consciousness in this way is also to exalt the function of conscience: Christians "must learn to know the nature God gave them, and the place He marked out for them in the order of the universe, so that they in their turn might order themselves towards God."l3
Personal experience is thus a discovery of what already is, of a created form and the immutable divine substance in which it participates. The person is a metaphysical and moral object, and in this connection it is interesting to note that the same Romance word usually does double duty for the now quite different ideas of conscience and consciousness. In the Christian person, the self is always bounded by-and merges into-that Otherness which is at once its limit and source of freedom . This Otherness, part of the person, cannot possibly be known in the forms of consciousness. Temporal consciousness and perception, founded by St. Augustine on memory, can contemporize the Bux of experience into a present, a now, but this form imposed on becoming is a defective imitation of eternity, which is "the possession, all at once (total simul) and perfect, of [Man] is the who must bring forth and in a sense chisel our his own from the material which nature has endowed him. We can understand how such a view must have affected the aesthetics and rhe theory of art of the Renaissance .... For art ... has found a different and a purdy "spiritua.t" goal. It expresses in irs own what characterizes and distinguishes mankind as a whole. Beauty to express it in Kantian terms, the "symbol of morality": for in tbe. capaci[y of man to produce from himself a world of forms, there is expressed his innate freedom. The anise in a sense possesses this freedom raised to a new power; trom it and because of It he can bring forth a new "Nature. "17 But although this influence of nea-Platonic thought has explored in the field of the visual arts, its effect on lyric its culmination in Metaphysical style, has been largely ignored in the crucial realm of practical criticism and interpretation. Spenser seems to me to be perhaps the most important means through which this influence is transmitted into English poetry. Therefore I should like to offer the following interpretation of the Gardens of Adonis (F.Q. III, vi, 28-5 1) as a model which embodies the above ideas and brings them to life. Admittedly this is an extract, and no claims are made for the reading as a paradigm of Book III. The passage is sufficiently self-contained to be viewed in isolation. It has the additional virtue not only of exemplifying the poetic process whereby force becomes form, but of being about that process.
II
The passages from Leonardo and Ficino with which the essay opened suggest two opposed sources of cosmic energy, one in chaos and the other in heaven. Though Ficino himself, in his dynamic anthropology, has distinguished two contrary but equally natural appetites in man,l8 and has elaborated the corresponding myth of the two Venuses," he has left us no account of the lower cycle to compare with the fascination and the horror of Leonardo's vision. Just as, almost a century later, something akin to Galileo's vision of force and flux, the atomic swirl of a nature without man, is to be found in the Chaos at the end of Book II of Paradise Lost, so in Spenser's third book we feel the presence of a Leonardesque life force. Throughout the episodes of the first five cantos a single energy blindly rages: the force of eros flowing through all things, giving itself only momentarily to form. These cantos abound in the rhetoric and imagery of elemental motion : the fury of wind and water; the sudden burst of flame involved in smoke and sulphur, or spreading like a disease through the veins; the volcanic spasms of earth applied as a metaphor of passion; the onslaught of humid night, image of death, as it periodically inundates the world, blurring forms and relationships. Though the poet hints, in neo-Platonic fashion, that there are two different kinds of love, the evidence of chaotic force given in the opening cantos makes us wonder: Are there really two rorally different kinds of energy coursing through the universe and the soul? Is the energy of spirit in some strange way identical with the elemental force? Or is it possible that the neoPlatonic formula is itself a sublimation, perhaps only a metaphor that evades the sad truth about the source of cosmic eros? strange world in which traditional and original characters freely mingle; a world of half-realized mythic echoes and episodes, of scenes dissolved in midmotion, of figures who look suggestively meaningful but are left indeterminate. And yet beneath the confusing enjambment of discontinuous events, certain recurrent motifs begin to emerge. In Glauce, Cymoent, and Chrysogone (III, ii, iv, vi) we encounter versions of the nurse or mother which are all, in varying degrees, defective. Marinell and Timias (III, iv, v) are wounded lovers close to death-Adonis figures. We are not unprepared, then, for Venus' mythic place which, in its geographic vagueness, suggests the kind of topos found only in the spirit (sts. 29-30):
Where most she wonnes, when she on earth does dwel. So faire a place, as Nature can devize:
Whether in Paphos, or Cytheron hill, Or it in Gnidus be, I wore not well; But well I wote by tryall, that this same All other pleasant places doth excell, And called is by her lost lovers name, The Gardin of Adonis, farre renowmd by fame.
In tbat same Gardin all the goodly fiowres, Wherewith dame Nature doth her beautifie. And decks the girlonds of her paramoures. Arc fetcht: there is the first seminarie Of all things. that arc borne to live and die, According to their kindes. Long worke it were,
Here to accoullt the endlesse progenie
Of all the weedcs, that bud and blossome there ;
But so much as doth need, must needs be counted here.
Yet a problem immediately arises about the figure of Venus, for she has been presented, or represented, in a number of aspects which the poet has not attempted to reconcile. Venus and Adonis had first appeared on a tapestry in Malecasta's House (III, i, 34-38) and there, to translate the myth, Beauty or Love was tyrannized by Desire (wounded by Cupid). Venus ogling the dormant Adonis, artfully intensifying her own lust, concentrates more on foreplay than on fulfillment: it is the feeling she cultivates, the surface or phenomenology of love-the real process outlined by Ficino (beauty to desire to pleasure) is suspended ill mid-career.
The Malecastan Venus is a dead image, a motionless tapestry woven by the perverse appetite. And the myth is given in its unsatisfactory Ovidian form: Venus frustrated, Adonis gored and transformed to a flower. But when Venus reappears in Canto vi she has descended from "her heavenly Precisely what object is to be identified beneath the changing terms of jlower, thing, weed, men, babe? At the outset, because there are echoes from the myth of Er, echoes also of the earthly immersion of souls described in the Timaeus and the soul-wheels in the Phaedrus--at the outset one would be tempted to call this a mystical garden. It seems to be saying something about the cycle of forms-as-souls: the seminary of life grows souls which are then clothed in flesh and so committed to morral existence. The very difliculty of visualizing this garden with any precision suggests that the images symbolize mystical objects. But a garden metaphor requires that souls, or forms, or whatever they are, be seen under the aspect of plants. And in this connection we have to remember that it is a garden of species, a seminary of things "According to their kindes." This inherent limitation emerges in the next two stanzas when the garden becomes literal (sts. 34-5): That substance is eterne, Ne when the life Doth it COllSUlne, But cha,unifl;ed flowers in the force which is death. This is indeed, as it has been called, a forcing garden.
But there is more at stake than a garden : the emphasis is not on the thing visualized but on the process of visualizing. The imagination itself, trying to form an image, is shown to be caught in this decay. As spirit gives way to matter and form to force, so art and myth give way to mere nature. Life as bios has triumphed over the forms of thought and culture. Wishing for an image of the fullness of life, the poet evokes it and finds his vision to be rooted iu death. Is not the wish as well as the image so rooted? The vision, vegetative in form, shows the compulsion of nature to repeat. This is one way of explaining the function of love; but it is a way that by-passes tbe facts of pain and frustration, the burden of human consciousness, by reducing the problem to plants and species. At the end of stanza 38 the biological garden of species recedes, the poetic garden floats back into view in the vague half-abstract figure, "that faire flowre of beautie," and then plants itself solidly before us in the concrete image of the single lily. We are brought back to the sunlight world of living shapes and colours only in terms of their inexorable return to chaos.
Only by working through these stanzas does the poetic imagination come to recognize the pull of death beneath the dream of perpetual regeneration. The complaint against time is the logical outcome of this process (sts. 39-40) :
Great enimy to it, and co all the rest, That in the Gardin of Adonis springs, Is wicked Time. who with his scyth addrest, Does mow tbe Bowring hcrbes and goodly things.
And all their glory to the ground downe flings.
Where they doe wither, and arc fowly mard: He Byes about, and with his Baggy wings
Beates downe both leaves and buds without regard , Ne ever pittie may relent his malice hard.
Yet pittie often did the gods relent,
To see so faiee things mard. and spoyled quight: And their great mother Venus did lament The losse of her deare brood. her dcare delight:
Her hart was pierst with pirtic at the sight, When walking through the Gardin, them she spyde, Yet no'te she find redresse for such despi ght.
For all that lives, is subject to that law:
All things decay in time, and to their end do draw . There is continuaI1 spring, and barvest there ,-,\.J"U"uu",,,. both meeting at one time: For both doe laughing blossomes Aud with fresh decke the wanton Prime, And eke nttonce the heavy trees they Which seerne to labour under their fruits The whiles the joyous birdcs make their -'-'II'VU.I;:.~L the shadie their sweet true loves without tell morphosis, something not taken seriously but made the occasion of a metaphor or a trope. An image of all-things-now, without want or pain, the escape garden has no need of generation, fills no purely natural or vegetable need. Its focus is the moment of animal consciousness, the single moment of relief from tension drawn out into an eternity. A state of consciousness which walls out death and pain, which is unrelated to generation on the one hand or chastity on the other-such a state is a grasping at straw flowers; a despairing of real flowers which must (like the fair Florimell) expose themselves to the flux of experience, give themselves up for the sake of new life. So, in the forty-fifth stanza, this pleasance spills over into the forms of pure art: into Ovidian varieties ("To which sad lovers were transformd of yore") and the symbolic flower amaranth us, which means unfading- This is apparently Thomas Watson's Amyntas" and, along with the allusion to Ovid, it makes clear the basis of this world in a long tradition of literary topoi. Topoi are the treasures of the muses, the conventional schemata which provide the young poet with the raw material of meaning as well as expression. The topos is the opposite of the archetype: its artifice guarantees that it has been formed by some conscious act of mind rather than by the random process of nature, guarantees also that it is insulated from mutability and decay; but its timelessness is that of the library stack, for topoi are at the surface not in the depths. They are merely blueprints, flat-forms. Yet Renaissance thinkers called them hieroglyphs because they felt that the significance, the purpose and meaning extracted from past experience, had been transmitted in just such desiccated germs. A poet could acquire them by imitation, could plant them in the soil of his own experience, make them flower as the expressions of his own life and vision. The poet does not passively "receive" the archetypes of life or literature from the race or from his culture: by meditating and assimilating topoi he creates them; he is, in effect, his own iconologist.
The transformation of Venus and Adonis from the Ovidian surface of the tapestry to the living world of Spenser's garden exemplifies the development of the topos into the archetype in what seems a conscious and fully sophisticated maImer. For the poet "finds" the lost Adonis (and ultimately the lost Cnpid) not in the biological garden of decaying forms like that in stanzas 37-8. Both are eternal, maintain themselves through transformation, become the species they produce. Who, then, is Adonis? Is he a transparent figure of sun and substance, an instrument of chaos, in the grip of the forces he symbolizes? To settle on this as an answer would be to ignore the tone of the passage. The Chaucer-like references to authority-"some say, " "And sooth it seemes they say," "For him .. . they call"-produce an interesting effect, the sense of a "new idea," a change of mind which has slowly asserted itself throughout the gardens passage. Spenser seems almost to stumble upon the Venus-Adonis image, and he does so by way of -as an extension ofthe pleasure garden. At the beginning of the garden passage, we were told that this garden was called by her lost lover's name. Now the lover is found, borrowed from the O vidian myth depicted in Malecasta's tapestry. Spenser is reviving the traditional myth in his own soul. The first "some say" indicates a slight hedging, au appeal for support from tradition. As he meditates on the image his certainty increases, and stanza 47 is primarily his explanation for the sooth of what "they say." The explanation can be felt to proceed from the first to the second of the two meanings locked in that ambiguous phrase-from the death-oriented Adonis to the living Father of all forms. This results in the apex of the vision beginning at stanza 48: "There now he liveth in eternall blis." The formula is repeated in the next stanza: "There now he lives in everlasting joy." There /lOW has a triumphant ring, the clear outcry of a Eureka. The labour of the imagination seems to have been fulfilled, the image is fixed in all its lucidity as a no lV, a qualitative moment or state of vision which is bound by no particular time, is in a certain sense out of time. one SlttlatlLon descending opposed laws r""T".''''''ln",1'1 is not itself directly ';:)D(~nS(~r could the tion of matter and the law of the conservation of spirit. The two forms of consciousness previously displayed-that of the forcing garden and that of the pleasance-merge in conflict. These two perspectives fade together and pull apart, continually turning the passage inside out. Shortly after, the enemy is imprisoned in the shape of the boar, and the boar is conquered. The cosmology of death, the forces of matter and chaos, are caught in a symbolic form and subordinated to the cosmology of life, spirit, eternity. The presence of the boar transforms the meaning of eros: no longer merely the unconscious force that drives species or the conscious escape to pure pleasure, eros works through time, death, suffering, and tension toward the development and fulfillment of a single human soul, toward the knowledge of true love whereby each soul recognizes the value and dignity of the other. It is because this must be understood that the boar is neither killed nor exiled, but kept fast in the cave of consciousness as it is already in the cage of the body. Desire begets true pleasure on the soul only "After long troubles." That Venus which the soul apprehends in the passive and passionate response of first sight is the soul's enemy. The soul must go the long way round, through exile, through insight, through the labour of control, will, and doth the bodie make. seen from the perspective of the female. imprisoned in the world of feminine experience of which the garden is mainly constituted. By themselves these principles are isolated creative moments. sudden thrustings and vanishings. Only in the imagination-in the form conferred by myth -are they bound together. Adonis stands for that which does not endure. that moment whose very act is an instantaneous spending of itself. a sharp point of creativity. Whatever he is. he maintains himself by losing himself in others. He endures only in this myth. on this mountaintop. at this moment of Spenser's creative life. The final tableau is not an image of dissolving plants. nor a picture of animal shapes. but a place inhabited by mythic figures-figures whose form and history and meaning have been created not by nature but by human spirit. Here nature has become culture. dream has become poetry. force has been caught up in mobile form . 26 The mountaintop represents an ascent of the spirit to a firm plateau above the ocean of change. yet full of its meaning and motion. In the flickering and momentary resolution of a single complex image. the tableau holds a multitude of references. meanings. feelings. and suggestions together in such a way that they continually act on each other. move and change as we look at the image. The tableau. which is itself a stillness. comprehends in tension the two opposed activities of pure art and pure nature: the tendencies embodied in the first two gardens. Poetry as myth. then. cuts between pure art (decoration, static convention) and pure dream. or chaos, or nature. It begins at the extremes of the rhetorical topos and the Jungian archetypethe inert shape and the unruly force-and it works toward some resolution which will bring life to the first. and order to the second. Poetry as myth is a stillness of form beneath which the tension. the muscular ac tivity of its life. persists. 
